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Establishment of an empirical force-field for crystalline and amorphous Li2S-SiS2 electrolytes
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An empirical force-field of Buckingham type is derived for crystalline and glassy Li2S-SiS2 binary alloys using
fractional charges, short-range repulsion, and long-range attractive dispersion interactions. Parameters are fitted
on low-temperature equilibrium polymorphs Li2SiS3, and permit to recover typical bond distances, cell lengths,
and to predict elastic properties. We then use classical molecular dynamics to study the structural properties
of corresponding glasses and a very good agreement is found with corresponding data obtained from neutron
and x-ray scattering. The resulting glasses are composed of fourfold tetrahedral Si and twofold sulfur, whereas
Li atoms experience a more complex environment, partially in defective octahedral or tetrahedral geometry
with a coordination number close to three. Unlike the base SiS2, the resulting glass network does not contain
edge-sharing tetrahedra and displays a rather broad distribution of tetrahedral species that are quantified using
the usual Qn formalism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fast ion batteries have attracted a broad attention be-
cause of their intensive use in mobile phones, electric bikes,
scooters, and larger vehicles [1,2]. These setups consist of
a Li-based oxide cathode together with an electrolyte that
ensures conduction during charge and discharge cycling. As
they represent a safety hazard because of the presence of
flammable polymeric liquid electrolytes, there have been suc-
cessful attempts to introduce solid electrolytes instead [3].
Among such solid materials, amorphous or glassy electrolytes
[4] are considered as promising candidates because of the pos-
sibility to alloy a number of components into base materials,
which permits to continuously improve crucial properties such
as ionic conduction. While, e.g., binary Li2S-P2S5 glasses
have now inspired numerous studies because of a high level
of conductivity [5–8], silicon based sulfides have received
a renewed attention only recently [9,10], largely motivated
by their high ionic conduction (10−3 �−1 cm−1) at ambient
conditions (for a review, see Ref. [11]).

Among lithium amorphous chalcogenides, binary
Li2S-SiS2 glasses with varying Li content have been
characterized by a variety of techniques [12–19].

In the goal of designing new glassy electrolytes for battery
applications, computational techniques such as ab initio or
classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are useful
tools for calculating physicochemical properties since they
allow for a comprehensive link between the atomic scale de-
scription, that is, structure, and calculated ensemble averaged
quantities. A certain number of efforts have been performed
in this direction from classical modeling [20–22] or reverse
Monte Carlo simulations [7]. The most “recent” effort [22] is
now quite old (1996) and led unfortunately to some spurious
results such as fivefold Si atoms in the glassy state, the exper-
imental data for the validation of the force-field being rather
sparse at that time [23] or maybe overlooked [24]. Since then,
there have been different scattering experiments (x-ray [10]

or neutron [25,26]) on various compositions in the Li2S-SiS2

system, and these experiments actually completely rule out
the force-field established previously. There is, therefore, an
opportunity for considering a new effort in this direction.

Here, we provide a generalized self-consistent pairwise
force-field able to model the structural properties of SiS2-Li2S
glasses and crystals. While such force-fields are very com-
mon in oxides, we have stated previously that investigations
concerning thiosilicates are rather limited (see, however, Ref.
[27]), albeit some simple phenomenological models have been
proposed but with a limited output [28,29]. Numerical ap-
proaches usually assume that atomic forces in crystals and
corresponding glasses must be of the same order of magnitude
so that a force-field able to capture the salient atomic interac-
tions in the crystalline structure should be able to describe the
liquid and the glassy phase as well. Such investigations have
been performed for certain isochemical compounds [30–32]
such as α quartz and silica and subsequent modified sili-
cates. This permits to fit interatomic potentials from a series
of crystals and from mechanical observables (e.g., bulk and
shear modulus), the latter providing some information on the
potential energy curvature.

In this contribution, we build on the method used by Pe-
done and coworkers [30] to generate the potential functions
for SiS2-Li2S. We fit empirically the crystal structure data of
Li2SiS3 within the general utility lattice program (GULP) and
zero forces [33–35], in conjunction with a relaxation tech-
nique and a vibrational eigenmode calculation that permits
to select among fitted parameters those which lead to stable
crystalline structures at ambient temperature. The obtained
structures are discussed and compared with experimental
measurements, prior to an investigation of the glassy state.
This permits to validate the parameters as both structure factor
S(k) and pair correlation function g(r) are now reproduced
with a rather satisfying accuracy. The detail of the atomic
scale trajectories then reveals the short- and intermediate-
range order of such important glasses for energy applications.
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II. METHODOLOGY

A. General framework

In the GULP approach [35], the interaction potential pa-
rameters are obtained from experimental reported crystal
structures that lead to the reproduction of atomic positions,
density or lattice parameters. Here, we use the Buckingham
potential that contains a strong repulsive interaction arising
from the electrostatic repulsion at short distances, a Coulomb
interaction, and a long-range attractive dispersive interaction,

Vi j (r) = Ai je
−r/ρi j + qiq j

r
− Ci j

r6
. (1)

In the binary lithium thiosilicate alloy, three crystalline
polymorphs have been identified. In the lithium-rich region
a Li4SiS4 phase forms from a direct comelting of Li2S and
SiS2 in 2:1 ratio, and melts congruently at Tm = 983 ± 20 K
[36–38]. At reduced Li content (50:50), at least two orthorom-
bic Li2SiS3 phases occur: A first one, which is metastable
(m-Li2SiS3) with a melting temperature of Tm = 1018 ± 10 K
[37] and an equilibrium phase (e-Li2SiS3), which is obtained
upon rapid cooling to 993 K with subsequent annealing at the
same temperature [38,39]. As in the corresponding silicate,
the resulting network of both phases is thought to be made
of corner-sharing tetrahedra using so-called Q2 units, i.e.,
tetrahedra having two bridging and two nonbridging (NBS)
sulfur, the latter being in the vicinity of Li ions whereas the
former is responsible for the one-dimensional chain structure
of Li2SiS3 via bridging sulfur (BS) atoms that connect to two
adjacent Si atoms. For completeness, we should also mention
a more recent structure (n-Li2SiS3), which is tetragonal and
contains phosphorus impurities [40]. It should also be noted
that the e-Li2SiS3 is only conjectured as it results from a
simulated x-ray powder measurement using the appropriately
rescaled atomic coordinates of Li2SiO3 as input parameters
[37]. As a matter of fact, the structure of e-Li2SiS3 might
differ from m-Li2SiS3 as 29Si magic angle spinning nuclear
magnetic resonance experiments have suggested the presence
of edge-sharing SiS4/2 tetrahedra [41]. However, the exact
atomic coordinates of this “true” phase being unknown, we
will work with the one proposed from Li2SiO3.

As an initial guess for crystalline e-Li2SiS3, we have used
the potential parameter proposed by Seshayasee and Muru-
ganandam [22] for the description of the 50SiS2-50Li2S glass
(g-Li2SiS3). Note that the other crystal structure of the binary
Li2S-SiS2 alloy has not been considered (Li4SiS4) as the
atomic positions in the unit cell continue to be speculative
[37]. Then, we have followed a fitting procedure [35], which
minimizes a weight function,

F =
M∑

i=k

(Ccalc(k) − Cobs(k))2 (2)

with M observables Cobs(k) being the atomic coordinates of
the crystalline elementary cells [37–39] and the forces set to
zero. The fitting procedure, i.e., the variation of the poten-
tial parameters so as to get the positions with zero forces,
stops when the energy gradient becomes lower than a certain
value (typically 0.01 a.u.). In the GULP procedure, this de-
fault strategy can be improved by adding observables such

TABLE I. Buckingham parameters of Eq. (1) that describe crys-
talline e- and m-Li2SiS3. Charges have been taken as qSi = 2.4e,
qS = −1.2e, and qLi = 0.6e.

Atom i Atom j Ai j (kJ mol−1) ρi j (Å) Ci j (kJ mol−1Å−6)

Si Si 200678290.92765 0.072
Si S 7718820.0 0.178
Si Li 528220069.276 0.076
S S 10613383.8 0.284 96485.0
S Li 9648530.75 0.182
Li Li 677340912.466 0.080

as, e.g., elastic constants or bulk moduli, which represent
second derivatives of the energy. However, since mechanical
or optical observables (high-frequency and static dielectric
constants) have never been reported for such crystalline
thiosilicates, one cannot rely on such additional observables
to constrain the curvature of the energy surface as, e.g., per-
formed in alkali silicates [30]. In order to take into account
the fact that the fitting is performed at 300 K, thermal forces
are explicitly included in the GULP code by means of a
Gibbs free energy minimization [33], rather than an energy
minimization. This technique termed as relaxed fitting leads
to a slight change in atomic positions.

An additional way to constrain the minimization process is
to run simultaneously to the Gibbs free energy minimization
a calculation of the 3N vibrational eigenmodes ωi of the
structure that are determined [42] from the eigenvalues of
the dynamical matrix where the sum runs over the relative
position change R of distance ri j under the influence of a
vibration,

Diα jβ = 1√
mimj

∑
R

∂2V

∂α∂β
eik(ri j+R) (3)

with the requirement that most (if not all) all vibrational
modes (phonons) satisfy ωi > 0. This ensures that second
derivatives with respect to the atoms in Cartesian space (i.e.,
the force constant matrix) are positive and lead to stable
vibrations. The lowest three modes are zero at the center of
the Brillouin zone (� point), and these correspond to the pure
translation of the crystal lattice, identified with the acoustic
branch.

These requirements and constraints led to a satisfying con-
vergence of the parameters of Eq. (1), that were constrained
in addition to obtain a correct structure for the corresponding
glassy state and satisfying zero pressure at the glass density
(Table I). These involve essentially a Coulomb and a repulsive
part, the only dispersion potential being present for the S-S
interaction, which is compatible with the presence of van der
Waals forces maintaining chains of edge-sharing tetrahedra in
the base glass [43] or in the metathiosilicate polymorph [37].

B. Molecular dynamics

Once the parameters are fixed, classical molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations in NVT and NPT ensemble have been
performed on a crystalline e- and m-Li2S-SiS2 and a glassy
system containing N = 3000 atoms (i.e., NLi = 1000, NSi =
500, and NS = 1500, Fig. 1). The initial crystalline structure
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FIG. 1. Atomic snapshot of crystalline (left) e-Li2SiS3 and
glassy Li2SiS3 (right). Si tetrahedra are marked in gray, Li atoms
are red.

has been obtained by replicating five times the elementary cell
in each direction, whereas the liquid-glass configuration has
been generated by adding atoms randomly to a cubic simu-
lation box of side length 39.26 Å matching the experimental
density of the glass [10] (0.0494 Å−3). These initial config-
urations have served to either melt the crystalline structure
to verify the melting process of e-Li2S-SiS2 or to quench
a glass from a high temperature liquid at different cooling
rates. To integrate the equations of motion, we have used a
Verlet algorithm with time step 	t = 1 fs. The cubic box
has been maintained at 2000 K during 100 ps, prior to a
quench at a cooling rate of 1 K/ps to 300 K in NPT and NVT
ensemble. Statistical analysis of the glass has been performed
in NVT over 100 ps, the differences in structures between
both ensembles being small given the small residual pressure
obtained (–0.10 GPa, see Table II). At a local level, there is
no difference in composition with respect to the nominal one
(Li2SiS3) that might result from the force-field since we have
performed a high-temperature homogenization of the system,
and the resulting local structure is indeed tetrahedral with four
sulfur atoms around a Si atom (see below). Rather than cou-
pled force-field/system size effects, certain resulting glasses
with coordination changes induced by charge compensation
can display small variations due to thermal history effects
(see e.g., Ref. [44]), but these effects are absent in the present
thiosilicate system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crystalline Li2SiS3

We first focus on the two phases of Li2SiS3 whose struc-
tural parameters are given in Table II. In NPT with fixed zero
pressure, a slight increase of all cell lengths (a, b, and c) is
acknowledged, and this results from a residual pressure that
is detected at fixed simulation box conditions (NVT). The
residual pressure is reduced in m-Li2SiS3 given the increased
cell lengths [39] with respect to the equilibrium phase [37].
The existence of a rather important residual pressure in NVT
for e-Li2SiS3 might have at least two possible origins. First,
we remind that the proposed coordinates of this polymorph
are only conjectured as they are only based on an analogy of
the well-documented Li2SiO3 phase [45]. A possible incor-
rect structure for the sulfur compound could lead to nonzero
residual pressure. Secondly, the GULP procedure has been
performed on a structure with zero forces, which can also

TABLE II. Experimental cell parameters [37–39] (in Å), resid-
ual pressure, system density n0, and main distances of m-Li2SiS3

and e-Li2SiS3 at 300 K, together with data from the glassy state
(g-Li2SiS3), compared to calculated values from Eq. (1) in NPT
and NVT ensemble at the same temperature. Bond distances of m-
Li2SiS3 are not given as they are very close to those of e-Li2SiS3

(see Fig. 2).

Expt. NVT NPT

e-Li2SiS3

a (Å) 11.664 [37] 11.754
b (Å) 6.735 [37] 6.787
c (Å) 5.926 [37] 5.971
n0 (Å−3) 0.0515 [37] 0.0515 0.0579
P (GPa) –7.00 0
dSi−S (Å) 2.09 1.94 2.08
dS−S (Å) 3.36 3.26 3.48
dLi−S (Å) 2.46 2.42 2.45

m-Li2SiS3

a (Å) 11.436 [39] 11.318
b (Å) 6.605 [39] 6.420
c (Å) 6.487 [39] 6.537
n0 (Å−3) 0.0489 [39] 0.0489 0.0505
P (GPa) –1.80 0

g-Li2SiS3

n0 (Å−3) 0.0494 [7] 0.0494 0.0496
P (GPa) –0.10 0
dSi−S (Å) 2.20 [25] 2.11 2.11

2.16 [23]
dS−S (Å) 3.46 3.46
dLi−S (Å) 2.49 [25] 2.47 2.47
dSi−Si (Å) 4.05 4.05
dLi−Li (Å) 3.05 3.06
dSi−Li (Å) 3.87 3.87

lead, once the parameters being fixed, to a residual pressure
at the experimental density. We note, however, that once the
parameters are fixed, m-Li2SiS3 involve a pressure P that is
much smaller (–1.80 GPa), and for glassy Li2SiS3 the pressure
is nearly zero.

The main bond distances are now reproduced with a pair
correlation profile (Fig. 2) that mimics the one of the initial
crystalline cell. The principal peaks are, indeed, reproduced
among which the Si-S bond distance [37] (2.09 Å versus
2.08 Å in NPT) and the Li-S, which corresponds to the bond
length between a lithium ion and a nonbridging sulfur (2.45 Å
versus 2.46 Å). The Si-Si distance arises from the correlation
between two atoms belonging to the corner-sharing chain of
Q2 units, the chain character being revealed by a periodic
distance found at 6.7 Å and 9.0 Å. The sulfur-sulfur distance
arises from the SiS4/2 tetrahedral edges (3.26–3.48 Å, con-
sistently with the distance found in the base SiS2 crystal [43]
{3.27 Å}). The usual tetrahedral characteristic parameter, i.e.,
δ = dSi−S/dS−S is found to be very close to the expected value√

3/8 = 0.612 for a perfect tetrahedron, and this is the case
for both experimental data (δ = 0.622) and simulation (δ =
0.598 in NPT, 0.595 in NVT). These results indicate that the
potential Eq. (1) takes into account the tetrahedral character of
the Si atoms, in contrast with the initial set of parameters [22].
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FIG. 2. Calculated partial pair correlation functions gi j (r) of e-
Li2SiS3 from the elementary cell determined by Ahn and Huggins
[37] (a), from the NVT (b), and NPT (c) N = 3000 simulation box.

An inspection of the bond angle distributions (BAD) also
indicates the dominant tetrahedral character of Si in the dif-
ferent phases [Fig. 3(a)] with a S-Si-S distribution that peaks
at arccos(− 1

3 ) � 109◦. The intertetrahedral connection (Si-S-
Si) is sensitive to the structure with a progressive shift from
120◦ in e-Li2SiS3 to 131◦ in m-Li2SiS3, which is compatible
with the angle of 138◦ proposed by Ahn and Huggins [39].
The local Li environment appears to be nearly tetrahedral as
well with a S-Li-S BAD centered at 109◦ as well, albeit in
defective geometry given the calculated coordination number
(see below) and dLi−S/dS−S = 0.71, which suggests [46] a
slightly distorted tetrahedra (dLi−S/dS−S �= √

8/3).

1. Elastic properties

From the potential [Eq. (1)] and the different atomic con-
figuration, the elastic tensor C can be evaluated from the
second derivative of the energy with respect to infinitesimal
strain components established along the three Cartesian coor-
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FIG. 3. Calculated bond angle distribution in e-Li2SiS3 (solid
lines) and m-Li2SiS3 (broken lines).

TABLE III. Calculated Voigt elastic properties for the two crys-
talline phases and for the glass: Longitudinal C11 and transverse
elastic constants C44, elastic constant C12, bulk modulus B, shear
modulus G, and compressibility χT .

e-Li2SiS3 m-Li2SiS3 g-Li2SiS3

C11 (GPa) 86.8 43.6 80.3
C12 (GPa) 50.3 10.7 36.1
C44 (GPa) 26.3 2.03 22.7
B (GPa) 58.8 18.5 50.33
G (GPa) 23.9 12.2 22.4
χT (GPa−1) 0.017 0.057 0.020

dinates on the atomic configuration [33,47],

Ci j = 1

V

(
∂2E

∂εi∂ε j

)
, (4)

out of which the compliance matrix S can be calculated from
S = C−1, which permits to estimate the bulk modulus in Reuss
notation via

B−1 = S(1, 1) + S(2, 2) + S(3, 3)

+ 2[S(3, 1) + S(2, 1) + S(3, 2)] (5)

and the shear modulus

G = 15

Z
(6)

with

Z = 4(S11 + S22 + S33 − S12 − S13 − S23)

+ 3(S44 + S55 + S66). (7)

For the present systems, the different relevant elastic
constants have been computed from different configurations
(crystal or glassy) by means of the GULP code [35] after a
Newton-Raphson energy minimization at fixed volume. For
g-Li2SiS3, given its amorphous character, the calculation has
been performed without any symmetry (space group P1). Re-
sults are given in Table III. We are not aware of any elastic
measurement of Li2SiS3 but like to mention that these are
important for the understanding of ion transport since the
mobility of the charge carriers is linked with the elastic de-
formation of the network.

An inspection of the obtained values suggests a possible
overestimation of the elastic constants as, e.g., bulk modulus
such as Ge-Se glasses is usually of the order of B � 20 GPa
[48], albeit certain recent ab initio simulations of crystalline
chalcogenides found B to be of about 70–90 GPa [49]. The
interest of Table III is more likely to provide, for the model po-
tential [Eq. (1)], a relative comparison between the crystal and
the glass of same composition, which suggests here a similar
mechanical behavior between e- and g-Li2SiS3. The ratio G/B
between shear and bulk modulus is found to be of the order
of 0.40–0.65 for the three considered structures, which is the
range of ratios observed in a series of chalcogenide alloys
(0.57 [49]), which also depend substantially on the nature of
the chemical bonding.

For a similar electrolyte (Li2S-P2S5), the shear modulus is
of about 7–8 GPa in the crystalline state [50], i.e., slightly
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FIG. 4. Potential energy E (T ) of e-Li2SiS3 (red) as a function
of temperature T , together with quenched liquids at different cooling
rates (1–100 K/ps). The change in slope (inset, 1K/ps) in the reduced
energy E∗(T ) locates the glass transition.

higher than the one measured for corresponding glasses.
These values are still much smaller than those determined
(Table III) although it has been reported that Si-substituted
thiophosphates have slightly larger moduli due to a greater
ionic character of bonding [51].

The comparison with corresponding alkali silicates indi-
cates that C11 and C44 are of the same order of magnitude
as values of about 70–80 GPa and 20–30 GPa have been
reported [52] for C11 and C44 in glassy Li2SiO3, respectively.
Simulation results on the lithium silicate compounds using the
same methodology [35] from numerical simulations confirm
the experimental values of silicates and are in line [53] with
those determined for the present thiosilicate, i.e., B � 55 GPa,
G � 31 GPa, and a Young modulus E � 78 GPa. We found E
= 58 GPa for the Li2SiS3 glass, a value that is larger than the
one found in Li2S-P2S5 (18–25 GPa [54]). This still satisfies
the overall property that chalcogenide elastic constants are
lower than than those of corresponding oxide glasses, and can
be understood from the simple fact that sulfides have, indeed,
a lower bond dissociation energy per unit volume and a lower
ion packing density.

2. Melting and quenching

Having set and validated the parameters, the melting of
the system can now be considered. Figure 4 represents the
isochoric energy E (T ) for the system with heating and differ-
ent cooling rates (q = 100 K/ps, 10 K/ps, 1 K/ps), together
with the reduced energy E∗(T ) = E (T )- 3

2 kBT (inset) for q =
1 K/ps. Note that the factor 3

2 kBT is subtracted from the en-
ergy, which accounts for base phonon (harmonic motions) at
low temperature. One identifies clearly from the heating curve
the melting point, at Tm = 1490 K (1018 K experimentally
[37]). The detail of the energetic contributions (not shown)
permits to detect that the Li subnetwork drives the melting
with a marked change of E (T ) at Tm that contrasts with the en-
ergy evolution of (Si,S). This situation appears to be different
with the one observed in, e.g., sodium silicates for which the
alkali subnetwork is melting before the silica one [55]. We as-
sign the difference to the rather important melting temperature

difference between silica and corresponding alkali oxides,
which corresponds to a situation not met in thiosilicates.

A subsequent quenching of the liquid leads to the usual
phenomenology of the glass transition from numerical simu-
lations [56,57], i.e., a decrease of the energy with temperature,
and a system falling out of equilibrium at lower energy (and
lower T ) when the liquid is cooled at a more reduced cooling
rate (Fig. 4). While the glass transition is barely detected
because of the dominant harmonic motions, which lead to the
near linear behavior of E (T ), the reduced E∗(T ) permits to
blow up an obvious change in slope at the glass transition [56],
which depends on the applied cooling rate. Here, we find from
the intercept of the low- and high-temperature behavior of
E∗(T ) at 1 K/ps a glass transition temperature of Tg � 1300 K
(experimentally Tg = 593 K [39]). We recover here the usual
discrepancies between simulated and experimental glass tran-
sition temperatures that can be explained by the ultrafast nu-
merical quenching rates (1012 K/s) compared to those applied
[11] in thiosilicates (106 K/s). The apparent difference is also
linked with size effects, and these can quantified from a model
of heat transfer, which predicts that typical cooling rates are
linked to the volume V over area A ratio via a log-log relation
[58] ln q ∝ V/A ∝ L. The main qualitative outcome is that for
micrometric systems (e.g., water [59]) cooling rates of about
106 K/s are required, and for nanometric (MD) ones, 109 K/s.

B. Glass structure

The obtained structure using the potential and parameters
of Table I can now be compared to experimental data in the
glassy state. We first calculate the total weighted structure
factor S(k), which is derived using the partial correlations
Snm(k),

S(k) = 〈 f 〉−2
∑
n,m

cncm fn fmSnm(k) (8)

with

〈 f 〉 =
∑

n

cn fn = xSi fSi + xS fS + (1 − xSi − xS ) fLi (9)

where the fn represent either the atomic form factors ( fSi =
14, fS = 16, fLi = 3) in x-ray scattering, or the neutron scatter-
ing lengths ( fSi = 4.149 fm, fS = 2.847 fm, fLi = −1.900 fm)
in neutron scattering. Here cn represent the species concen-
tration, respectively, i.e., cSi = 0.167, cS = 0.500 and cLi =
0.333. The partial and total correlations in Fourier space have
been evaluated from a Fourier transform of the partial pair
correlation functions,

Snm(k) = 1 + n0

∫ ∞

0
4πr2[gnm(r) − 1]

sin(kr)

kr
dr (10)

where n0 is the system density [10]. Using the numbers pro-
vided, we can calculate a XRD weighted function,

SX (k) = 0.498SSS + 0.291SSiS + 0.124SLiS

+ 0.042SSiSi + 0.036SSiLi + 0.008SLiLi (11)

and a ND weighted function

SND(k) = 0.920SSS + 0.896SSiS − 0.818SLiS

+ 0.218SSiSi − 0.398SSiLi + 0.182SLiLi. (12)
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[22] (green curves). (b) Calculated pair correlation function g(r) (red
curves), compared to experiments from x-ray scattering [7] (circles)
and to the results from the initial potential [22] (green).

The calculated S(k) from the potential permits to recover
peak positions and appear to be in very good agreement with
the measured total structure factor [Fig. 5(a)] for both x-ray
and neutron scattering [7,25], albeit the intensity of the first
principal peak at k1 = 1.25 Å−1 in the neutron SN (k) is slightly
underestimated. The other principal peaks at k2 � 2.1 Å−1

and k3 = 4.0 Å−1 are also reproduced with an excellent
accuracy, as are the oscillations at larger momentum transfer
k, in obvious contrast with the potential parameters proposed
by Seshayasee and Muruganandam (green curve [22]). The
same level of agreement is achieved for the x-ray structure
factor SX (k) and it has to be noted that the improvement is
substantial when our results using Table I are compared to
those obtained from the potential initially parametrized [22],
which leads to a rather poor reproduction of the experimental
data (green curves, Fig. 5). In real space, the same conclusion
can be made and the present potential is able to reproduce the
x-ray weighted pair correlation function g(r) over the entire
experimental range (r � 6 Å), in contrast with the previous
potential, which overestimates the principal peak position
arising from the Si-S correlations, and underestimates the
second correlating distance, which is produced by S-S bonds.

FIG. 6. Calculated partial correlation functions gi j (r) of glassy
Li2SiS3, decomposed into network contributions (a) and Li-related
ones (b). In (a), a typical molecular fragment of g-Li2SiS3 is repre-
sented with BS and NBS atoms present in a series of connected Q4,
Q3, and Q2 tetrahedra.

Our numerical data reproduces the position and amplitude of
both main peaks with a satisfying accuracy (2.11 Å vs 2.13 Å
[7,25,26] and 3.46 Å vs 3.49 Å), but apparently reduces a
ternary peak observed at �4.0 Å to a shoulder peak at a
distance somewhat smaller than 4.0 Å. We, furthermore, note
that the experimental data contains two small peaks (between
2.5 Å and 3.0 Å) that are only partially reproduced. While
this might be a limitation of the potential, we note that the
experimental data [7] contains large ripples arising from the
Fourier transform at finite k, and which might extend up to
these distances.

1. Partial correlations

The partial correlations can now be established and these
provide additional information into the structure of g-Li2SiS3.
Figure 6 represents the pair correlation functions gi j (r) that
have been splitted into a network part (a) and the Li-related
partials (b). Corresponding bond lengths [maximum of each
gi j (r)] are given in Table II. While the principal peak corre-
sponds, indeed, to the Si-S distance (2.11 Å) and leads to the
principal peak of the total g(r) function [Fig. 5(b)], it can be
noted that secondary correlations arise from different contri-
butions: S-S (3.46 Å) and Si-Si (4.05 Å) to a lesser extent,
together with Li-Si (3.87 Å) and Li-Li (3.06 Å), the latter
distance being compatible with the one determined [60] in the
corresponding oxide compound (2.87–3.26 Å). The dominant
bond length in Li-related partials is clearly the one associated
with Li-S correlations that maximize at 2.47 Å. These agree
with measurements from neutron scattering [25] and with the
value determined [61] in the Li2S crystal (2.47 Å). Our deter-
mined Li coordination number is nLiS = 2.94(6) is consistent
with the estimate from neutron scattering [25] (nLiS = 3.0) but
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the presence of a Si-O bond at 1.62 Å which indicates important
water/air pollution of the system and (ii) absence of full information
on experimental setup and differential cross sections so that calcu-
lated and experimental functions cannot be directly compared, except
for the peak positions.

slightly smaller that the value of 4.1 that has been determined
independently from scattering data [24] that involved a rather
large Li-S distance (2.7 Å). The potential leads to coordination
numbers of Si and S that are equal to 4 and 2, respectively.

As natural Li has a neutron coherence length of bLi =
−1.9 fm, it leads to a pronounced effect in pair correla-
tion functions that can be also investigated by from enriched
samples using the 6Li isotope. The corresponding scattering
function [Eq. (12)], indeed, modified with fLi = bLi = 1.4 fm,
is equal to

S6
ND(k) = 0.304SSS + 0.0.296SSiS + 0.199SLiS

+ 0.072SSiSi + 0.097SSiLi + 0.033SLiLi. (13)

Due to the difference in neutron coherence length, resulting
total pair correlation functions of natural and enriched glasses
[25,26] reveal the contributions of Li (Fig. 7). It is interesting
to note that the potential (1) is able to reproduce qualitatively
the main features of the pair correlation function, i.e., for
natural Li a dominant peak corresponding to the Si-S distance
followed by a negative contribution (panel a) arising from Li
crossed correlations (Li-Si and Li-S) at r � 2.5 Å, as these
have a negative neutron coherence length [Eq. (12)]. We have
identified the latter with Li-S correlations [Fig. 6(b)], the
typical distances involved in Si-Li being detected at larger
distances. This Li-S contribution becomes positive for the en-
riched system [Fig. 7(b)] and our calculated gN (r) also quali-
tatively reproduces all peaks. There is, therefore, a good con-
fidence that the fitted potential is not only able to describe the
network character of g-Li2SiS3 but also the Li environment.

2. Angles and base geometries

We have stressed the Si tetrahedral character obtained from
the potential (1) in the crystalline phases, and this is also
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FIG. 8. Calculated bond angle distribution of g-Li2SiS3 at 300 K.
Network-related (a), Li-Si related (b), and Li-S related (c).

maintained in the glassy phase (Fig. 8). The S-Si-S bond
angle distribution (BAD) is, indeed, found to be centered at
109◦ as in many other tetrahedral network-forming glasses
[62–64]. Conversely, the Si-S-Si bond angle (which involves,
by definition the BS atoms) displays a broad BAD centered
at �130◦ that is similar to the one encountered in, e.g., alkali
silicates [65,66]. In the glass, lithium atoms occupy a near
tetrahedral site, which manifests in the S-Li-S BAD by an
obvious pronounced peak centered at 109◦ [Fig. 8(c)] as in the
corresponding crystal [Fig. 3(c)], although we also note an im-
portant contribution close to 180◦ that is usually the signature
of (possibly defective) octahedral environments [67]. Given
the determined coordination of Li (nLi = 2.94), however, these
sites appear to be defective in character, i.e., the lithium ions
are slightly displaced from the center of the tetrahedra and
this leads to a [3 + 1] coordination environment with long
and short bonds. In character, the Li ions thus have the same
environment as those analyzed [60] in the Li2SiO3 compound.
Finally, we note various bond angle correlations between the
network species Si and Li, which leads to a broad BAD for
both Li-Si-Li and Si-Li-Si triplets [Fig. 8(b)].

3. Edge-sharing population

As the base glass SiS2 is believed to be made of chains
of edge-sharing SiS4/2 tetrahedra [68,69] (a n = 4 ring), one
might wonder if such structural fragments are still present
once the network has been disrupted by lithium sulfide. Such
fragments are thought to have a specific signature in 29Si
NMR and results [16,70] for a series of xLi2S-(1–x)SiS2

glasses have shown that for 0 � x � 40% Li2S the fraction
of edge-sharing units decreases continuously before reaching
a near constant value for larger Li content. The proportion
[16] of edge-sharing tetrahedra is about 23% in g-Li2SiS3,
and this might indicate that the glass structure maintains a
partial chain-like structure with the base tetrahedra SiS4/2

being connected both by edges and corners.
Using a ring statistics algorithm, which builds on a rig-

orous investigation of networks generated using simulation
(RINGS) code [71], we determine from the glass structure
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TABLE IV. Calculated fraction of Qn distribution (in %) in g-
Li2SiS3, and compared to various models from the literature. Note
that the NMR data on silicates [76] apply on 40% modified silica (no
Li2SiO3 data available).

Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

Present work 5.8 20.7 35.4 30.6 7.5
Topological model [29] 8.6 19.2 35.2 36.8
29Si NMR [16] 50.0 50.0
Ideal chemical model 100.0
Silicate (29Si NMR) [76] 16.0 57.0 25.0
Silicate (MD) [65] 4.0 24.0 43.4 23.0 4.2

the fraction of such edge-sharing motifs and the concentration
of small rings. A cutoff distance of 2.80 Å is been used for
all atomic pairs, corresponding to the minimum of the pair
correlation function [Fig. 5(b)]. The algorithm is mostly based
on the King [72], Franzblau [73] shortest-path search to find
rings containing a maximum of 14 atoms. The statistics over
the (Si,S) network indicates a near complete depolymerization
of the network with a complete absence of small rings, the
smallest ring sizes being n = 8 (8 ± 1 rings among the 2000
atomic Si-S subnetwork), n = 10 (8 ± 2), and n = 12 (6
± 2). One can, thus, conclude that edge-sharing tetrahedra
are virtually absent for the Li2SiS3 composition, although one
should keep in mind that in other glass-forming systems the
nucleation of rings in numerical studies is obviously tied to
activation barriers [74,75] and to typical times that are beyond
the available computer timescale.

4. Qn speciation

An interesting means for the analysis of modified glasses
uses the Qn terminology, which represents the population of
Si tetrahedra having n bridging sulfur (BS) that can be ac-
cessed by solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (29Si NMR
[11,16,41,70]). As already pointed out in early studies [16],
there is a major difficulty in establishing the Qn speciation
in thiosilicates from NMR due to (i) the small number of
reference crystalline phases (Li2SiS3 and Li4SiS4) in com-
parison with corresponding oxides, as such phases usually
serve for the NMR chemical shift identification, and (ii) the
small chemical shift anisotropies in thiosilicates, which do
not permit to distinguish between various Qn geometries. As
a result and in contrast with lithium silicates [76], the addition
of Li2S into SiS2 leads only to small variations in the 29Si
chemical shift [77] so that the Qn distribution with composi-
tion or temperature is almost unknown. One should also note
that the alkali type and thermal history both affect the Qn dis-
tribution, at least from a simulation viewpoint [44]. However,
an interpretation from the NMR results seem to indicate that
thiosilicates [41] display a binary model predominantly made
of Q4 (the base short-range order of SiS2) and Q2 species [16].

The calculated Qn distribution of the simulated g-Li2SiS3

is given in Table IV, and one detects that the distribution
covers all accessible Qn structures, ranging from Q4 (5.8%,
typical of the base network SiS2) to Q0 (an isolated Li⊕4 SiS�

4
molecule) that is typical of short-range order of the corre-
sponding crystalline phase [37] Li4SiS4. However, a variety of

other motifs are present, including Q2 species (35.4%), which
represent the unique geometry in e-Li2SiS3 and in an ideal
chemical model (100%). The calculated statistics appears to
be somewhat different from the proposed NMR statistics [16]
but one has, once again, to remind that he distinction from
NMR between the various Qn species is difficult in Li2S-SiSS

glasses given the close chemical shifts between reference Q2

and other crystalline reference compounds. We finally note
that a broad distribution of Qn species is usually found in
modified oxides with cations of small sizes [45], and this
situation seems to be met in the present thiosilicates as well,
as also confirmed by a topological model [29].

An additional quantity permits to discuss the behavior of
Li2SiS3 and compare with corresponding alkali oxides such
as Li2SiO3 or Na2SiO3. A concentration conservation law [29]
permits to write that

R = 2x

1 − x
=

∑
n

(n − 4)pn (14)

and R = 1 for g-Li2SiS3 if all Li atoms participate only to
one Qn with probability pn. Using our calculated statistics
(Table IV), we find that R = 2.13, and this value is somewhat
larger than the one determined, e.g., for Li silicates (R =
1.97 [65]). The origin of the difference arises from a more
important fraction of Q1 and Q0 units that are less present
in lithium silicates [65], which furthermore exhibit a Li co-
ordination number [78] of about nLiO = 2–3. This defines a
certain number of possible pairing arrangements [79], which
also constrain the Qn population.

5. BS and NBS distances

Silicates display a marked difference around the Si atom,
depending whether the oxygen atom is bridging (BO, i.e.,
connecting two tetrahedra) or nonbridging (NBO, related to an
alkali ion). These features have been observed in α-Na2Si2O5

and Na2SiO3 crystals [80,81], and have been also detected in
simulated glasses [65,82] where the bond distance difference
is of about 0.08–0.1 Å, i.e., the Si-BO is slightly longer than
the Si-NBO bond length. For the specific case of lithium
silicates [83] corresponding calculated distances are found to
be of 1.64 Å and 1.57 Å, respectively, albeit not necessarily
recovered from experiments [79,84,85]. It is therefore tempt-
ing to verify if such features are also present in corresponding
sulfides.

Figure 9 represents the Si-BS and Si-NBS bond-distance
distribution. Several comments can be made. First, as in
lithium silicates [83] we do find a bond length difference since
the average Si-BS and Si-NBS are found to be 2.12 Å and
2.09 Å in g-Li2SiS3, respectively, i.e., the difference is only
of 0.03 Å which is substantially smaller than for correspond-
ing silicates. The same analysis for the crystalline e-Li2SiS3

leads to an increased difference (0.09 Å) that mimics the
one found in silicates [80,81] but we note that the overall
Si-S bond distance also increases between the crystalline and
the amorphous state (see Table II). The physical origin of
Si-bridging atom (O,S) vs Si-nonbridging atom (O,S) bond
distance difference is common to silicates and thiosilicates,
and is linked with the influence of the lithium ions on the
neighboring charges and the Si-NBS iono-covalent character
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of the bonding that modifies the electronic structure of next
neighbor silicon atoms. For the present sulfides, since the
electronegativity difference with Li is smaller [86] (	χLi−S

= 1.60 and 	χLi−O = 2.46), one expects to see charge sep-
aration (i.e., ionic character) reduced with a possible reduced
alteration of the Si environment. This appears to be especially
present once the disordered atomic structure permits various
arrangements of short-range order elements.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Here we have established the force-field parameters for
crystalline and glassy Li2SiS3, a material of current inter-
est given its importance as attractive solid electrolyte for all
solid-state batteries applications with conductivities of the
order of 10−3 �−1 cm−1. Alternatively, it is considered as
a very interesting base material that can be used for further

alloying (e.g., P2S5-SiS2-Li2S) in the search for a continuous
improvement of ion conduction. The force-field uses a Buck-
ingham form, and is able to describe both reported crystalline
phases m-Li2SiS3 and e-Li2SiS3 for which we have provided
the elastic properties. After melting and quenching the liq-
uid to a glass, we have investigated the structural properties.
The obtained structure models are found to display a very
satisfying agreement with reported structure functions [pair
correlation g(r) and structure factor S(k)] from neutron or
x-ray scattering experiments. Our results clearly indicate a
network that is predominantly tetrahedral in character with the
salient phenomeneology already encountered in the archety-
pal alkali silicate glasses, i.e., a base network disruption upon
Li addition that leads to the growing presence of nonbridging
sulfur having in its vicinity Li atoms, a Qn population that
is more complex than established from simple random or
chemistry-based bond models, and a Li coordination number
of 3 that is compatible with experimental findings [25] but
smaller than the one found in corresponding silicates. Inter-
mediate range order is rather limited as ring population for
the (Si,S) network is only detected for sizes n > 8.

Taken together, these force-field parameters should now be
used to elucidate the dynamics in order to relate structural
features typical of thiosilicates to ion conduction. This work
is in progress.
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